CHAPTER SIX
MODERN ERA PACING SIRE LINES

sire lines and faded from existence, except for the
legacy they left as broodmare sires.
Over the sixty year period under review, a number
of elite stallions have made significant contributions.

The New Century Era had witnessed a rivalry

Some have managed to extend their lines, but as in

between two great pacing sires, both foaled in 1926.

the preceding century, others have fallen by the

The trotter Volomite had shown an amazing ability

wayside and passed into the realms of history.

to throw champions of both gaits while Hal Dale
produced exclusively pacing progeny. In the Modern

Classic Progeny

Era, the pacing branch from Volomite has struggled

Table 6.1 clearly shows the enormous legacy of

to survive, despite producing a long line of

Adios, with a strike rate that is more than twice that

champion performers. Hal Dale, on the other hand,

of most other stallions. This shows the potency of

produced two outstanding branches that have vied

both sons and daughters to pass on his speed

for supremacy.

inheritance. There is, in fact, quite a difference in

This chapter traces the rise and fall of fortunes for

ratios between the first six stallions on this table and

the two branches from Adios and Meadow Skipper,

the others. This perhaps reflects an inherent ability

as well as the demise of the two branches from

to transmit speed and gameness widely, rather than

Good Time and Bert Abbe. The line from Volomite,

to a select few of their progeny. In this and

which still offers hopes of revival, will also be

subsequent tables, the stallions marked with an

outlined, along with the demise of the once famous

asterix still have progeny racing and should

line from Dictator.

continue to increase their numbers

This chapter will commence with an analysis of

TABLE 6.1 TOP SIRES: CLASSIC PROGENY/FOALS RATIO

siring performances using the same measures as in

Sire

the previous chapter on Modern Era trotting sire

Adios

lines, before tracing the evolution of the various
branches.

Foals

CP

Ratio

589

310

.526

Meadow Skipper

1267

445

.351

Tar Heel

1368

447

.327

Bret Hanover

1724

441

.256

The tables show that Adios and Meadow Skipper

Albatross

2642

676

.256

outperformed all other pacing stallions during the

Artsplace

1711

427

.250

last sixty years. Although born two decades apart,

Abercrombie

1816

388

.214

and belonging to the early Modern Era, their

Most Happy Fella

1465

305

.208

descendants have created a great rivalry that

Jate Lobell

1429

289

.202

continues to this day.

Cam Fella

1002

196

.196

For a decade each, Tar Heel and Albatross
dominated the breed to almost the same degree but
differed from Adios and Meadow Skipper in one

The once dominant Volomite branch of the Happy

important factor. Neither managed to extend their

Medium sire line is not represented in the tables,
although it is hoped that Mach Three, and his

champion son Somebeachsomewhere, may turn

TABLE 6.3 BROODMARE SIRES: CW/FOALS RATIO

BROODMARE SIRE

this around over the coming decade.

Sire

CW

Ratio

589

126

.214

Tar Heel

1368

218

.159

Abercrombie *

1816

276

.152

their Classic Winners to total foals. The ratios do not

Albatross

2642

398

.151

take into account that many of these won multiple

Artsplace *

1711

254

.149

Classic Races. This will be dealt with later in the

Meadow Skipper

1267

182

.144

chapter when the best performing sons of each

Bret Hanover

1724

244

.139

stallion are dealt with.

Jate Lobell *

1429

170

.119

No Nukes *

2543

270

.106

Big Towner *

1993

199

.100

Adios

Classic Winners
Table 6.2 ranks the stallions according to the ratio of

It is again apparent that Adios is clearly superior to
his rivals and is almost double the performance of

Foals

most. The only three that approach him are stallions
that are reaching the end of their careers and

Speed and earnings

should continue to increase their ratio. It must be

The Modern Era spans sixty years during which

noted that the number of Classic Races available to

there have been remarkable reductions in speed

the progeny of these contemporary sires is almost

records and increases in stake money on offer.

triple that available to the progeny of Adios.

Therefore, direct comparisons are not an accurate

TABLE 6.2 TOP SIRES: CLASSIC WINNERS/FOALS RATIO

means of comparison. Instead, the tables for a

Wins

Ratio

number of different time periods are reproduced to

589

94

.160

show the standing of sires in relation to their peers.

Western Hanover

1969

217

.117

Jate Lobell

1429

164

.115

Artsplace

1711

188

.110

Meadow Skipper

1267

134

.106

Cam Fella

1002

87

.087

Albatross

2642

231

.087

Dragon Again

1087

90

.083

Tar Heel

1368

107

.078

Abercrombie

1816

136

.075

Sire
Adios

Foals

Speed
As the Modern Era (1950 -2014) began, there were
only one hundred pacers that had achieved a record
of two minutes or better. However, within two
decades the two minute performers list replaced the
2:05 list as the recognized measure of performance.
By 1975, when the youngest foals of Adios were
nine years of age, the two minute list was still

Broodmare sire performances

regarded as the benchmark for siring speed. Table

Table 6.3 shows the impact of each stallion as a

6.4 shows Adios as the leading sire at this time, with

broodmare sire using the number of Classic

his son Bret Hanover already in equal third position.

Winners produced by their daughters as a ratio of

It must be noted that when Adios first reached his

total foals. Again, Adios is a clear leader.

final total of seventy nine credits, it was considered
by many that no stallion would ever surpass this
mark.
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TABLE 6.4 SIRES: TWO MINUTE PERFORMERS (1976)

Adios

79

Good Time

75

Bret Hanover

54

Bye Bye Byrd

54

Meadow Skipper

52

Dancer Hanover

31

The broodmare sire list at that time showed Adios
and Tar Heel well ahead of all others. It is amazing
that Volomite, foaled more than half a century
before, still held down sixth position and Billy Direct
position ten.
When Adios Harry matched the seventeen year old

However, as history has shown, these barriers were

1:55 world record of Billy Direct in 1955, a new

soon replaced. Table 6.5 shows the dramatic

benchmark of excellence was established. It took

change in the two minute sire rankings within just

another twenty six years before one hundred horses

two years.

achieved the mark and the leading sires of these
first hundred 1:55 performers are shown in Table

TABLE 6.5 SIRES: TWO MINUTE PERFORMERS (1978)

6.7 below.

SIRES
Meadow Skipper

170

Bret Hanover

133

Tar Heel

129

TABLE 6.7 SIRES: 1:55 PERFORMERS (FIRST 100)

SIRES (FIRST 100)
Meadow Skipper

23
11

Good Time

92

Albatross

Bye Bye Byrd

87

Most Happy Fella

8

Adios

79

Strike Out

6

Most Happy Fella

77

Race Time

4

Albatross

65

Adios

3

Bret Hanover

3

As Table 6.5 shows, Meadow Skipper took
command as the new sire of speed with his young

Meadow Skipper and his sons ruled supreme while

siring sons coming to the fore. Bret Hanover and Tar

the Adios line was apparently fading. Table 6.8

Heel remained in contention temporarily before

shows that Tar Heel remained dominant as a

fading under the wave of two minute speed that

broodmare sire while Bret Hanover was making his

became commonplace.

mark.

TABLE 6.6 TWO MINUTE BROODMARE SIRES (1978)

TABLE 6.8 1:55 PERFORMERS

BROODMARE SIRES

Total

BROODMARE SIRES (FIRST 100)

Tar Heel

243

Tar Heel

10

Adios

182

Bret Hanover

9

Good Time

124

Bye Bye Byrd

7

Knight Dream

101

Good Time

4

Gene Abbe

82

Shadow Wave

4

Volomite

77

Race Time

3

Worthy Boy

75

Henry T Adios

3

Bye Bye Byrd

67

Nibble Hanover

56

Billy Direct

53
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In 1980 Niatross broke the 1:50 barrier and a new

On the broodmare side, however, the resurgence of

level of greatness was established. In mid 2011,

the Adios line through Abercrombie, and his son

Custard the Dragon became the one thousandth

Artsplace, is well illustrated in Table 6.10. The

pacer to join this elite speed group.

Volomite line also has a presence through Direct

The leading sires in Table 6.9 show a consolidation
of the Meadow Skipper dominance within this thirty
year time span. This branch of the sire line boasts
five of the top six sires.

Scooter, and his son Matts Scooter, while Big
Towner introduces his branch to the lists for the first
time in this chapter.
The new benchmark for pacers is now at 1:48 and
sixty seven had joined this list by June 2014. The

TABLE 6.9 SIRES: 1:50 LIST

First 1000 performers

defunct Rocknroll Hanover is the leading sire with

Western Hanover

58

seven. Art Major and Bettors Delight represent the

Camluck

48

newer sires on four each while the remarkable

Artsplace

45

Sombeachsomewhere is already on the list with just

Cams Card Shark

43

two crops to race.

The Panderosa

35

Cambest

33

Life Sign

28

Jennas Beach Boy

26

Artiscape

24

Dragon Again

24

Western Ideal

21

Cam Fella

20

Bettors Delight

19

TABLE 6.10 BROODMARE SIRES: 1:50 LIST

TABLE 6.11 SIRES: 1:48 LIST (2014)

67 Performers

Rocknroll Hanover

7

Western Hanover

5

Bettors Delight

4

Art Major

4

Cams Card Shark

4

Somebeachsomewhere

3

On the broodmare side, Artsplace is a clear leader
with eleven credits followed by his sire Abercrombie

First 1000 performers
Abercrombie

75

Artsplace

67

No Nukes

52

Jate Lobell

48

Big Towner

44

Direct Scooter

31

Matts Scooter

32

Albatross

26

Falcon Seelster

19

Beach Towel

18

Within eighteen years, the first two year old had

Western Hanover

18

breached the 1:50 mark and ten more had joined

Cam Fella

15

the list within the year. The 1:52 barrier is perhaps

with eight.
TABLE 6.12 BROODMARE SIRES: 1:48 LIST (2014)

67 Performers
Artsplace

11

Abercrombie

8

Cams Card Shark

3

Matts Scooter

3

a more accurate measure of early speed and
currently three hundred and twenty four two year old
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pacers have entered this list. Those sires with more

in the opening year of the Modern Era, there were

than ten performers are shown in Table 6.13. Again

already fifty members and Volomite reigned

the performance of Somebeachsomewhere is quite

supreme. Yet by the time another fifty performers

remarkable.

were added, Adios had passed the champions of
the previous era while the closest of his

TABLE 6.13 SIRES: 1:52 2YO PACERS (2014)

324 Performers

contemporaries was Tar Heel with two.

Western Hanover

21

Rocknroll Hanover

19

Art Major

19

Adios

Somebeachsomewhere

15

Volomite

8

Western Ideal

13

Scotland

8

Bettors Delight

12

Worthy Boy

6

The Panderosa

11

Hal Dale

5

Cams Card shark

11

TABLE 6.15 SIRES $100,000 EARNERS

First 100 performers
10

By 1975 the rankings had again changed
considerably. Table 6.16 shows three separate
The 1:48 broodmare sires list shows the continued
presence of the top performing sires that dominated
sires lists for the first decade of this millennium.
TABLE 6.14 BROODMARE SIRES: 1:52 2YO PACERS (2014)

branches from Abbedale among the leading five
stallions, although two of them were already
defunct. Tar Heel and Meadow Skipper were just
beginning their ascendancy.

324 Performers
Artsplace

29

Jate Lobell

20

Western Hanover

16

Abercrombie

16

No Nukes

14

Camluck

12

Matts Scooter

12

Earnings

TABLE 6.16 SIRES OF $100,000 EARNERS (1975)

Good Time

55

Tar Heel

55

Bye Bye Byrd

45

Adios

43

Gene Abbe

41

Meadow Skipper

39

By the new millennium, the millionaire list had
become the new benchmark of success. In the fifty

The list of the first one hundred pacers to exceed

years since Cardigan Bay became the first harness

$100,000 in stake earnings was also completed in

racing millionaire, another four hundred and

the early years of the Modern Era. Table 6.15 lists

seventeen pacers have joined the list, with four of

the top five sires and there are some interesting

them exceeding four million dollars in earnings.

facts to consider. To begin with, Adios himself was

Table 6.17 lists the leading sires of these performers

not a great stake earner due to the paucity of stake

and here Abercrombie and his sons come to the

money on offer during the war years in which he

fore with Western Hanover again leading the way

raced. When the first of his progeny entered the list

for the Meadow Skipper branch. The presence of
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Meadow Skipper and Albatross reflects the strength

Skipper are the only sires to have more than one

of their dominance given the span of time since their

Triple Crown colt. Table 6.19 shows the total credits

progeny had raced.

for all three legs of the crown run each year since
1950.

TABLE 6.17 SIRES: MILLIONAIRE PACERS (2014)

SIRES

418 Performers (2014)

TABLE 6.19 PACING SIRES: TRIPLE CROWN RACE LEGS

Western Hanover *

24

SIRE CREDITS

Camluck *

20

Adios

20

Artsplace *

17

Meadow Skipper

16

Cam Fella

15

Western Hanover

9

Bettors Delight *

14

Albatross

7

Abercrombie

11

Cams Card Shark

7
6

Cams Card Shark *

9

Bret Hanover

Western Ideal *

9

BROODMARE SIRE CREDITS

No Nukes

8

Tar Heel

19

Albatross

8

Albatross

12

Rocknroll Hanover

8

Artsplace

10

The broodmare credits for millionaire pacers in

Bret Hanover

9

Adios

6

Table 6.18 reflect the revival of the Adios branch
even more strongly, with Artsplace, Abercrombie

Here again the domination of Adios and Meadow

and Bret Hanover in the top three positions.

Skipper is clear. In fact their combined total of
winners almost equals the combined total of the

TABLE 6.18 BROODMARE SIRES: MILLIONAIRE PACERS

BROODMARE SIRES

324 Performers (2014)

next ten most successful sires. Other interesting

Artsplace

37

observations are the rapid emergence of Western

Abercrombie

23

Hanover who is likely to add to his total and that

Bret Hanover

17

Abercrombie, Artsplace and Tar Heel have only one

Albatross

16

winning credit each.

Big Towner

14

Jate Lobell

12

No Nukes

11

With broodmare credits, the performances of Tar
Heel, Albatross and Bret Hanover reinforce their
contribution on the maternal side of the pedigree of
champions while Artsplace is finally making his

It is interesting to note that Adios, foaled a quarter of

presence felt. Cam Fella and Western Hanover

a century before the first millionaire arrived, is

each fail to claim a credit.

represented on this list through his 1977 Little
Brown Jug winner Governor Skipper.

Triple Crowns
Only ten pacers have achieved the honour of
winning a Triple Crown and Adios and Meadow
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1992

No Nukes

MONEY EARNINGS OF PROGENY FOR YEAR

1993

Cam Fella

1952

Billy Direct

1994

No Nukes

1953

Chief Abbedale

1995

Cam Fella

1954

Adios

1996

Abercrombie

1955

Adios

1997

Artsplace

1956

Adios

1998

Artsplace

1957

Adios

1999

Artsplace

1958

Adios

2000

Artsplace

1959

Adios

2001

Camluck

1960

Adios

2002

Artsplace

1961

Adios

2003

Artsplace

1962

Adios

2004

Western Hanover

1963

Adios

2005

Camluck

1964

Adios

2006

Camluck

1965

Gene Abbe

2007

Camluck

1966

Gene Abbe

2008

Western Hanover

1967

Gene Abbe

2009

Western Hanover

1968

Good Time

2010

Western Hanover

1969

Tar Heel

2011

Bettors Delight

1970

Tar Heel

2012

Rocknroll Hanover

1971

Tar Heel

2013

Bettors Delight

1972

Tar Heel

1973

Bye Bye Byrd

1974

Bye Bye Byrd

The final measure is that of the leading money

1975

Meadow Skipper

earning stallion for each year. Adios is again a clear

1976

Meadow Skipper

leader with eleven consecutive years as leading sire

1977

Meadow Skipper

by stake earnings, while Tar Heel, Meadow Skipper,

1978

Meadow Skipper

Albatross and Artsplace follow with four wins each.

1979

Most Happy Fella

1980

Most Happy Fella

1981

Albatross

outstanding, being fourteen times the leading sire.

1982

Albatross

Tar Heel follows with ten and Adios with seven.

1983

Albatross

Table 6.21 ranks the ten greatest pacing sires of the

1984

Albatross

Modern Era using the measures outlined above

1985

Niatross

1986

Albatross

1987

Abercrombie

1988

Abercrombie

1989

Big Towner

1990

Abercrombie

1991

No Nukes

TABLE 6.20 LEADING PACING SIRES: EARNINGS
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Of the broodmare sires, Albatross is easily the most

together with their ability to extend their sire line.
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TABLE 6.21 GREATEST MODERN PACING SIRES

Adios
Meadow Skipper
Tar Heel
Albatross

Crown following a narrow second to Meadow
Skipper in the Cane Pace. His four year old year
was memorable for his great duels with New
Zealand champion Cardigan Bay

Abercrombie

The fourth dam of Overtrick, Helen Hanover, is

Artsplace

inbred 3x2 to Dillon Axworthy and also 3x3 to Peter

Bret Hanover

the Great. In turn, her third dam was Madam

Western Hanover
Cam Fella

Thompson, one of the three famous Thompson
sisters, so his maternal pedigree is very strong.

No Nukes !

Overtrick was twice the leading sire of two year olds
in America and his contribution as a broodmare sire

The Volomite branch

was extensive. However, he did not leave a son that
could extend the line and his branch now appears

The Volomite pacing branch has not had the
endurance of the trotting branch. Kings Counsel
was undoubtedly a star of the track, winning five
Classic Races and being the fastest pacer in
America in both his three and six year old seasons.
He was the equal of the great Adios, defeating him
thirty four to thirty three in the sixty seven races that
they fought out together. In the breeding barn,
however, it was a non contest.

extinct.

Sampson Hanover
The only surviving branch from Volomite is through
Sampson Hanover, world record holder and fastest
pacer of 1951. He did not win a Classic Race and at
stud managed only fourteen Classic Winners.
TABLE 6.22 THE VOLOMITE BRANCH!

Classic Progeny

Kings Counsel
Kings Counsel was the leading sire of USA pacing
winners on five occasions yet produced only seven
Classic Winners. His best was Solicitor, an

5. VOLOMITE

338

6. Kings Counsel

79

7. Solicitor

31

8. Overtrick

177

6. Sampson Hanover

61

outstanding two year old, then fastest three year old

7. Sampson Direct

46

of his year. At stud he produced only one son of

8. In the Pocket *

41

note, Little Brown Jug winner Overtrick.

8. Direct Scooter

186

9. Matts Scooter

Overtrick
Overtrick was one of the all time great pacers,
winning thirty four of his fifty races, setting eight
world records and missing a place only six times.
He won both two year old and three year old Pacer
of the Year honours and claimed fourteen Classic
Race wins. These included two legs of the Triple
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178

10. Mach Three *

59

11. Somebeachsomewhere *

50

6. Poplar Byrd

88

7. Bye Bye Byrd

222

8. Armbro Nesbit

41

8. Keystone Ore

62

* American figures (excludes Australasia)
Volomite figure includes trotters

89

The pedigree of Sampson Hanover is strong with a

One siring son of Direct Scooter has extended this

3x3 cross to Peter the Great and the golden cross

line. World Champion, Matts Scooter, won fourteen

of the day with Axworthy. There is also a 4x4 cross

Classic Races and was USA Pacer of the Year in

to Zombro through his third dam, The Zombro Belle,

1988 and Canadian Pacer of the Year in 1989.

and San Francisco.

At stud he was leading sire of two year olds in 1996.

His son Sampson Direct won only one Classic Race

Matts Scooterʼs seventy six Classic Winners include

and was even less successful at stud, getting only

Scoot to Power and Mattgilla Gorilla. Both won a

eight Classic Winners. The best was Direct Scooter,

Cane Pace while a third colt, Mach Three, won the

a failure at two and slow to get onto the board at

Meadowlands Pace.

three years of age, although he did finish the year
as the second fastest three year old in history.

Mach Three

Direct Scooter

The entire Volomite pacing line has had a tenuous
existence, surviving often through the efforts of just
one son. This remains the case and future success
now rests with Mach Three and more particularly his
Direct Scooter performed well as a four year old and
claimed the Canadian Derby before retiring to stud.
His one hundred and eighty six Classic Progeny
include eighty four Classic Winners. Ironically, while

champion son Somebeachsomewhere. Mach Three
is bred 3x4 to Meadow Skipper and his third dam,
Darling Almahurst is inbred 2x3 to Adios

Somebeachsomewhere

he did not show early speed himself, his progeny
were blessed with this ability. Direct Flight was the
fastest two year old of his year while Matts Scooter
and In the Pocket were the fastest three year olds of
1988 and 1990 respectively.
Direct Scooter has a 3x4 cross to Volomite through
the trotter Noble Victory, the sire of his dam. She, in
turn, is bred 2x4 to Scotland while both her dam and
grand dam are 3x4 to McKinney.
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Somebeachsomewhere is one of the greatest young

sister to Adios, with her maternal sire Adioo Guy

pacers of all time and his story is outlined more fully

being inbred 3x2 to the mare By By.

in chapter twelve. Both his paternal and maternal
sire lines have fallen out of favour with breeders and
both are struggling for survival. His fourth dam is by
the last sire of the Direct line in Steady Star and not
one of the twelve dams along his maternal line won
a Classic Race. There is some inbreeding earlier in
his pedigree with his fifth dam inbred 2x3 to
Volomite and his seventh dam 3x2 to The
Harvester. His first two crop have been outstanding,
setting new benchmarks in breeding excellence.

Poplar Byrd

At stud, Bye Bye Byrd has had a significant
influence on the maternal side of pedigrees with
seventy five of his daughters producing Classic

Taking out three Classic Races as a two year old,

Race winners. Niatross and On the Road Again

Poplar Byrd became the richest pacer of his year.

figure among his broodmare credits. As a sire, he

His best performances, however, were as a free for

produced forty four Classic Winners with his best

all pacer at ages four and five before retiring to stud

being Armbro Nesbit and Keystone Ore.

in 1949 as one of the first hundred pacers to enter
the two minute list. At stud he produced two
outstanding progeny in Rum Customer and Bye Bye
Byrd.
Rum Customer won sixteen Classic Races including

Armbro Nesbit, the richest offspring of Bye Bye
Byrd, was the fastest pacer in America as a three
year old and Pacer of the Year the following year.
He died prematurely, leaving only six Classic
Winners and his sire line died with him.

the Triple Crown, was Pacer of the Year at three
and four and became harness racingʼs second

Keystone Ore

million dollar stake earner. However, he was a
failure at stud in both America and New Zealand,
siring only two Classic Winners.

Bye Bye Byrd
Bye Bye Byrd had nowhere near the success on the
track as Rum Customer, although he was a solid
free for all performer, winning the National Pacing
Derby and finishing with a lifetime record of fifty
wins from one hundred and one attempts.
Bye Bye Byrd is bred on an outcross with his four
different sire lines. His grand dam, Adieu, is a full
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Keystone Ore won the Little Brown Jug and Cane

appeared to be the leading hope of the Electioneer

Pace and was USA Pacer of the Year when only a

sire line.

three year old. He failed to impress at stud leaving
only fifteen Classic Winners and marked the end of
the Poplar Byrd branch.
Besides Volomite, only one other pacing sire line
has survived into the twenty first century. This is the
Electioneer sire line, with three surviving branches
from Abbedale. One descends from Bert Abbe and

TABLE 6.23 THE GOOD TIME BRANCH

Classic Progeny
5. Hal Dale

130

6. GOOD TIME (1946)

232

7. Best of All (1964)

123

8. Boyden Hanover (1971)

54

7. Columbia George (1967)

93

7. Race Time (1961)

185

the other two from Hal Dale. These latter two are
from the two great progenitors; Meadow Skipper
and Adios. A third Hal Dale branch, through Good
Time, began the era successfully only to fade away

At stud, Good Time did not breed to a large number

mid way through the Modern Era. Each of these

of mares and was the leading sire of America on

four branches is outlined below.

only one occasion, falling victim to the large output
of Gene Abbe then Tar Heel. His fastest progeny

Good Time branch

was Hustling Time, whose third dam is inbred 3x2 to
the famous Emily Ellen. However, he failed at stud.
His richest son was Best of All who took a Little
Brown Jug among his nineteen Classic Race wins,
and was the Two Year Old and Four Year Old Pacer
of the Year. He was later the leading sire of two year
old pacers and the best of his twenty four Classic
Winners was another Two Year Old Pacer of the
Year in Boyden Hanover. He completed his stud
career in New Zealand but did not leave a siring son
of note.

Race Time
Good Time was the fastest two and three year old of
his year and won USA Pacer of the Year award
twice, firstly as a three year old, then again as a six
year old. He won twelve of seventeen two year old
starts including the Fox Stakes, then fifteen of
nineteen as a three year old featuring a Little Brown
Jug victory. As an aged pacer he won fifty one of his
seventy five races and set two world records. He

The second star performer by Good Time was Race
Time, a tough racehorse that won thirty of his forty
three race starts with wins in the Cane and
Messenger legs of the Triple Crown. He missed the
Little Brown Jug due to illness. He retired with
fifteen Classic Race wins and earned Pacer of the
Year mantles at two, three and four years of age.

had twenty two Classic Races to his credit and
retired as the richest standardbred of all time. He
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His pedigree includes a 3x3 cross to Volomite, while

At stud, his sixty three Classic Progeny managed

his third dam Spinster has a 3x3 cross to Peter the

only three Classic Winners between them. One of

Great. This maternal line also boasts leading sires

these, Wilmington, joined the elite first hundred two

Bachelor Hanover and Thorpe Hanover.

minute performers but failed to breed on at stud.

Race Time was also the most successful siring son

TABLE 6.24 THE BERT ABBE BRANCH!

Classic Progeny

of Good Time and his fifty three Classic Winners

!

included Temujin, the well bred daughter of

3. The Abbe

24

champion Silk Stockings, plus Dream Maker, the

4. BERT ABBE (1922)

63

winner of ten Classic Races. Both failed to extend

5. Wilmington (1938)

52

5. Gene Abbe (1944)

119

the sire line.

6. Big Towner (1974)

The third son to offer hope was Columbia George
who won seventeen Classic Races and sired

295

7. Apache Circle (1981)

2

8. Apaches Fame (1987)

44

sixteen Classic Winners. None of them bred on and

7. Broadway Express (1982)

34

the sire line was virtually extinct well before the end

7. Keystone Raider (1985)

53

of the twentieth century.

7. Walton Hanover (1981)

167

8. Totally Ruthless (1986)

25

The sire line has, however, left an indelible mark on
the broodmare side. Good Time and his sons

Gene Abbe

feature prominently on the maternal pedigrees of
Most Happy Fella, Warm Breeze, Butler BG,
Dragons Lair, Run the Table and Walton Hanover.

The Bert Abbe branch
Three of the sons of Abbedale, whose sire lines
died out before the Modern Era, were discussed in
chapter four. There was, however, another son of
the dual gaited The Abbe who founded his own
branch of this line. He was Bert Abbe, who failed to
win a Classic Race but was the wealthiest pacer in
America as a five year old and the nineteenth pacer
to join the two minute list.

Bert Abbe
His obscure broodmare sire, Mack H, has four
crosses to Hambletonian 10 through three different
sire lines; George Wilkes, Dictator and Strathmore.
His second broodmare sire is the rarely seen Dan
Patch.
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It was left to another son with obscure breeding,
Gene Abbe, to extend the line. He could claim only
two Classic Winners in the first four generations of
his pedigree, with his maternal side having none at
all. While he failed to win a Classic Race, Gene
Abbe did win fourteen of his sixteen starts as a two
year old, mainly at fairs. He finished his career with
forty nine wins from one hundred and fifty one starts
over five years of racing.
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Gene Abbe earned his place in standardbred history

broodmare sire. Another grandson in Apaches

as the first stallion to breed using artificial

Fame had limited success in Canada. It seems

insemination and his output was enormous for his

likely that this branch of the sire line may become

day. He sired over one thousand foals, with

the first victim of the twenty first century.

earnings exceeding $22 million, in a career that
spanned twenty six years. This sheer weight of

The Meadow Skipper branch

numbers enabled him to become leading sire ahead

The story behind the breeding of Meadow Skipper is

of Adios who sired less than half as many foals.

another of those where fate played a kind hand. His

However, Gene Abbe finished with only twenty eight

dam Countess Vivian had already produced

Classic Winners with no real standout performer. It

Countess Adios winner of two legs of the Triple

was one of his later foals, Big Towner, who carried

Crown against the colts but was ineligible for the

the line forward.

Little Brown Jug. She was booked to return to
Adios, but his illness caused a somewhat reluctant

Big Towner

change to another son of Hal Dale in Dale Frost.
Although he narrowly missed a world record at two
and was among the first one hundred to reach
$100,000 in earnings, the racing career of Dale
Frost had not been outstanding.
His stud career was also unspectacular, with only
twenty eight Classic Progeny and seven two minute
performers. He did sire Fulla Napoleon, who won
seventeen Classic Races but failed as a sire, and
Meadow Skipper was to be his only progeny of
note. Yet his impact on the breed was profound.

Meadow Skipper
Meadow Skipper was not good enough to race on
the Grand Circuit as a two year old but did
Big Towner had only one Classic Race success but
did win thirty one races and amassed over half a
million dollars in earnings. Having no Meadow
Skipper blood, his success at stud came as an
outcross stallion.
Of his sons, millionaire Broadway Express and the
well performed Keystone Raider have no likely
successors. USA Two Year Old Pacer of the Year,
Walton Hanover has had his greatest success as a
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accumulate fifteen wins from twenty seven starts at
fairs. At one stage he was scheduled for gelding but
when he joined Overtrick as the only other two
minute two year old of the year, plans were
changed.
His three year old campaign saw him defeat
Overtrick in the Cane Pace, run second to Overtrick
in the Little Brown Jug then defeat Overtrick again
to take a world record for three year old pacers.
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TABLE 6.25 THE MEADOW SKIPPER BRANCH

Classic Progeny
6. Dale Frost
7. MEADOW SKIPPER
8. Albatross

27

* American figures (excludes Australasia)
*** No progeny racing to date

445
676

In all, Meadow Skipper won thirty eight of his eighty

9. BGs Bunny

135

six races but did not match the outstanding racing

9. Niatross

194

record of Overtrick.

10. Nihilator

131

9. Sonsam

109

In the breeding barn the roles were reversed.
Meadow Skipper had instant success on his way to

8. French Chef *

40

9. Beach Towel

71

rewriting the record books. His first crop produced

126

Triple Crown winner Most Happy Fella, while his

305

second produced Albatross who won two legs of the

196

Triple Crown among his twenty eight Classic Race

151

wins. His sixth crop produced Nero, perhaps the

10. Jennas Beach Boy
8. Most Happy Fella
9. Cam Fella
10. Cambest
11. Blissful Hall *

50

10. Camluck

200

10. Cams Card Shark

190

11. Bettors Delight *

124

greatest ever two year old pacer.
Meadow Skipperʼs fastest son was Trenton, who
later sired with reasonable success. His wealthiest

10. Precious Bunny

94

son was another Triple Crown champion in Ralph

10. Presidential Ball *

79

Hanover who failed at stud. A deeper analysis of the

12

siring career of Meadow Skipper is provided in

85

chapter seven.

9. Happy Motoring
10. On the Road Again
9. Oil Burner *
10. No Nukes *

50
351

11. Dexter Nukes

79

11. Die Laughing *

52

11. Jate Lobell *

270

11. Western Hanover *

353

12. Badlands Hanover *
12. The Panderosa
12. Well Said
12. Western Ideal
13. Rocknroll Hanover

57
143
9
141
86

14. Rock N Roll Heaven

***

14. A Rocknroll Dance

***

12. Western Terror
9. Tyler B

24
193

10. Magical Mike

45

10. Dragons Lair

107

11. Dragon Again
8. Nero

Albatross

115
160

ALBATROSS WITH STANLEY DANCER ABOARD

The only son of Meadow Skipper to rival his siring
record was Albatross, who had been a sensation on
the race track. He then became the greatest pacing
sire of winners in the history of the sport. The only
downside to his overall record is that, like Tar Heel,
he failed to leave an enduring sire line.
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Sonsam
The maternal side of his pedigree is interesting.

Sonsam was the fastest pacer of his year at both

Dancer Hanover provided a cross of Adios and Tar

two and three and won seven Classic Races

Heel, the leading two broodmare sires of that time,

including the Meadowlands Pace. At stud, he

and the maternal family of Mamie remains one of

showed early promise, especially with Marauder

the gems of the studbook.

then Nobleland Sam but fertility problems saw him

The branch to Albatross however, was not strong

fall out of favour. While Nobleland Sam sired forty

and prior to his arrival could claim only four Classic

five Classic Winners, the sire line did not breed on.

Race winners, with the best being Henry T Adios

His best contribution is as a broodmare sire, notably

and Little Brown Jug winner Dudley Hanover. His

of Sportsmaster.

dam Voodoo Hanover failed to produce another
good performer.

Niatross

In the forty years since Albatross, only forty more
Classic Winners have been added to the family with
the best being millionaire Escape the Wind, who
also had eight wins in 1:50. In effect his breeding
offered no real explanation for what was to follow.
Albatross sired a flood of champions, led by sons
Niatross and Jaguar Spur and daughters Fan
Hanover and Three Diamonds. It is also interesting
that almost half of his greatest performers came
from Bret Hanover mares. The siring career of his
best sons is outlined next, but his great legacy is on

NIATROSS RUNS THE FIRST 1:50 MILE

the maternal side of pedigrees.
There is little doubt that Niatross was the greatest of

BGs Bunny

the progeny of Albatross. He had the rare distinction

Despite being the fastest three year old pacer of his

of being voted USA Harness Horse of the Year in

year, BGs Bunny won only one Classic Race. At

the only two years in which he raced. His career is

stud he sired forty three Classic Winners. The best

taken up more fully in chapter twelve.

was Butler BG who had moderate success at stud

The first two crops by Niatross were very promising

in New Zealand.

with Barberry Spur being voted Two Year old Pacer

The sons of BGs Bunny failed to extend his line but

of the Year then taking the Cane and Little Brown

he is well represented as a broodmare sire with

Jug legs of the Triple Crown at three. Also in these

Little Brown Jug winners Armbro Operative and

crops were Messenger winner Pershing Square and

Precious Bunny plus USA Harness Horse of the

outstanding three year old filly Semalu DAmour. His

Year Cams Card Shark.

best son, and the only one to succeed at stud
however, was Nihilator.
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Nihilator

pacer in the history of the breed, Nero won thirteen
of his fourteen races, with five being Classic Races.
He was involved in an accident in his only loss.
At three, Nero won eighteen of his twenty eight
starts with eight more Classic Race wins including
the Adios and Cane Pace. Foot problems impacted
severely upon his performance, although he did
enough to be voted Three Year Old Pacer of the
Year.

Following the racing career of Nihilator, it seemed

His pedigree is well balanced with The Abbe being

that the Albatross sire line would take all before it.

on two sire lines plus a 4x4 cross to both Volomite

Not only were his sire and grandsire two of the

and Billy Direct.

greatest race track performers of all time, but

At stud, however, he never measured up to

Nihilator proved to be just as dominant. He lost only

Albatross or Most Happy Fella and his feats have

one of his thirteen two year old starts and also set a

been largely forgotten. He was sixth in the all time

world record 1:52.4 in winning the Woodrow Wilson.

money winning sires list and as Table 6.25

At three he continued his dominance losing only

indicates, his one hundred and sixty Classic

twice in his twenty two starts. His wins included the

Progeny still ranks him among the best siring sons

Little Brown Jug and Meadowlands Pace. He was

of Meadow Skipper.

also the first pacer to win a race in 1:50 and was
voted Harness Horse of the Year. Like his sire, he
was retired to stud at three.
His pedigree was far superior to that of his sire. He

His fifty Classic Winners are headed by Runnymede
Lobell, his fastest and richest son, who won the
Cane Pace and North American Cup. Like the other
sons of Nero, he failed as a sire.

had a 3x3 cross to Meadow Skipper, a strong
infusion of Adios, and a third dam that contained

French Chef

some of the best trotting blood of the twentieth

Yet another of the outstanding progeny of Meadow

century. His stud career was cut short after six

Skipper, French Chefʼs freshman racing record was

seasons and while he produced a number of

probably as good as those of Albatross and Nero.

successful progeny such as 1:50 performers Silver

His Two Year Old Pacer of the Year award came

Almahurst and New Bucks, his best did not reach

after twenty one wins from twenty three starts that

their peak until they were aged performers. None of

saw him set a number of world records. He did not

his sons succeeded at stud and his sire line, which

return to these dominant performances as a three

had promised so much, faded into history.

year old and did not expand on his eight Classic

Nero
Another son of Meadow Skipper that failed to breed
on was the two and three year old sensation Nero.
Considered by many to be the greatest two year old
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Race wins.
His maternal breeding is very strong, his dam being
by one of the greatest trotters of all time in Nevele
Pride and from a maternal branch of the Minnehaha
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family that has produced many champion sires. At

Beach Towel and others of the line have been

stud, French Chef sired three millionaires in

exported. Despite this, the line continues to make its

Messenger winner Amity Chef, Meadowlands Pace

presence felt on the maternal side of champion

winner Frugal Gourmet and Little Brown Jug winner

performers. Beach Towel is the broodmare sire of

and Harness Horse of the Year, Beach Towel.

Somebeachsomewhere.

It is notable that all three of these sons have a
strong Bye Bye Byrd maternal influence. The first

Jennas Beach Boy

two sons did nothing to extend the sire line but the
latter was even better than his sire, both on the
track and in the breeding barn.

Beach Towel

One measure of sire line success is that each
generation outperforms its predecessor. This has so
far been the case in the French Chef sire line with
Jennas Beach Boy reaching their pinnacle of speed.
He was a world record holder in each of the three
seasons he raced and retired as the fastest race
winning standardbred in history.
The dam of Jennas Beach Boy introduces another
Harness Horse of the Year and world record holder

two crosses of Meadow Skipper and a double cross

at three, Beach Towel won both the Little Brown Jug

of Adios. His third dam Beloved Hanover was a

and Meadowlands Pace as well as becoming the

smart two year old and her descendants include a

third pacer to win a race in 1:50. This followed a two

further five Classic Winners.

year old season that saw him win eleven of thirteen
races. He retired to stud as the highest stake earner
in the history of the standardbred.

Jennas Beach Boy has stood at stud in both
America and Australia. He produced eighty seven
Classic Winners in North America and a further

The breeding of Beach Towel is interesting in that it

thirty two in Australasia. It appears that this may be

has no close up crosses yet combines the blood of

another line to influence the maternal side of

all outstanding sire lines of the twentieth century.

pedigrees but fade away as a sire line.

Beach Towelʼs progeny showed early speed, with
eight going on to win in 1:50. Despite the extreme
early speed, the French Chef line has never been
held in great regard by breeders and French Chef,
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Most Happy Fella

Cam Fella and his fastest Armbro Feather. We shall
now take up the four sons that extended his branch.

Happy Motoring
Happy Motoring won the Cane Pace, the first leg of
the Triple Crown, and three other Classic Races in a
career that earned him just over half a million
dollars. This son of Most Happy Fella with 4x4
crosses to Hal Dale and Knight Dream sired a
meagre thhirteen Classic Progeny. The only stand
out performer was On the Road Again, who was the
only one to extend the sire line.

On the Road Again
Described by many writers as the “sire of sires”,
Most Happy Fella came from the first crop of
Meadow Skipper and went on to found three
enduring branches of the sire line.
On the track, Most Happy Fella won four Classic
Races in his two year old career but did not really
indicate what was to follow at three. Not only did he
win the Triple Crown but also earned USTA Pacer of
the Year honours and became only the fifth pacer to

From the first crop of Happy Motoring, On the Road

enter the 1:55 list. He retired with a record of twenty

Again won forty four of sixty one starts. He had an

two wins from his forty races.

outstanding three year old career winning the

His dam provided three strains of Abbedale blood

Meadowlands Pace and Cane Pace and taking

with a 3x3 to Hal Dale through Dale Frost and Good

Pacer of the Year honours ahead of Nihilator. In his

Time and a further strain of Abbedale through the

final year on the track, On the Road Again won

third dam. In addition there is a 4x4 cross to

twenty two of his thirty starts, set a world record and

Volomite on the second and third lines.

was voted Aged Pacer of the Year. He joined

His first crop included two standout fillies in Mare
Pacer of the Year and world record holder Tarport

Nihilator as one of the only two pacers to win one
million dollars in a season.

Hap plus Silk Stockings, Filly of the Year at both two

Three of the sire lines in his pedigree are now either

and three. Most Happy Fellaʼs leading performers

extinct or almost so, and On the Road Again

were Cam Fella with twenty Classic Race wins and

appears to be following a similar path. He has

the filly Tarport Hap with eleven. His wealthiest was

eighty five Classic Progeny but once again his
contribution is on the broodmare side of top
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performers such as Rainbow Blue, Artiscape and

in twelfth position despite being defunct as a sire for

Four Starzzz Shark. His sons have failed at stud.

more than a decade.

Tyler B
Tyler B had the misfortune to chase home super
star Niatross throughout most of his Classic Races,
yet still managed to win eighteen of his forty eight
starts and over half a million dollars in earnings.
Only four of his wins were in Classic Races but at
stud he founded one of the four successful
branches from Meadow Skipper.
His pedigree boasts the two best broodmare sires of
the previous generations and his dam produced
fifteen Classic Progeny including the three year old
Filly Pacer of the Year, Cheery Hello plus Tarport
Hap. This full sister to Tyler B was discussed earlier.
The best progeny of Tyler B were Little Brown Jug
winner Magical Mike, with twelve Classic Race
wins, and Jugette winner Amneris with nine. Magical
Mike had only moderate success at stud although
his best son, Gallo Blue Chip, won a Meadowlands

His maternal family has produced a total of one
hundred and sixty Classic Winners with twenty in
1:50. However, the Cam Fella branch is the weakest
with only two other Classic Winners in eighty years.
These are, HD Hanover, the fastest pacer of 1953
and more recently the World Champion race mare
Carolina Sunshine. There was certainly no previous
record to recommend Cam Fella as either a track
performer or sire.

Pace among his sixteen Classic Race wins. Gallo
Blue Chip retired as the greatest stake earning
pacer in history and had nine wins in 1:50 or better.
The most successful siring son of Tyler B is

Cam Fella does have a 3x3 cross to Dale Frost and
Hal Dale on all four of his sire lines. Five of his sons
have extended the line and four grandsons should
extend the line even further.

millionaire Dragons Lair. His fifty seven Classic
Winners include Jugette victor Electric Slide with ten
Classic Race wins and Dragon Again with nine.
Dragon Again also has seven wins in 1:50 to his
credit and may extend this branch of the sire line,
although his best to date are fillies.

Seven progeny of Cam Fella had over ten Classic
Race wins each. The mare Eternal Camnation led
the way with twenty two, followed by Presidential
Ball on sixteen with another mare Ellamony third
with thirteen.
His two wealthiest sons are Presidential Ball with

Cam Fella

over three million in earnings followed by Cams

The greatest son of Most Happy Fella, both on the

Card Shark with almost two and a half million

track and at stud, Cam Fella was twice Harness

dollars. His son Cambest remains the fastest

Horse of the Year and twice the leading money

standardbred of all time.

earning sire of America. Three of his sons appear in
the top six sires on the 1:50 list while Cam Fella is
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The Classic Progeny to foals ratio for Cam Fella

toughness. In turn Adios Vic was known for his

places him not far behind his sire Most Happy Fella.

zippy sprint and was the horse feared most by the

His Classic Winners to foals ratio is significantly

driver of champion Bret Hanover. The dam of

better than his sire and actually exceeds that of

Cambest produced five Classic Winners with two in

Albatross. As a broodmare sire he just fails to make

1:50.

the top ten on the tables but is still better than his
sire. Cam Fella has sired four winners of the Little
Brown Jug.

Cambest has forty in 1:50 and his hundred and one
Classic Winners include three sons that provide an
opportunity for his sire line to continue. These are

At one stage Cam Fella was one of the top sires

Triple Crown winner Blissfull Hall, free for all

and broodmare sires of 1:50 horses. He and his

champion Lis Mara and juvenile speedster Pro

sons account for nearly ten percent of all 1:50

Bono Best. It is too early to judge their stud careers.

performers.

Camluck

Cam Fella was twice the leading money winning
sire of America and although he has no progeny
racing, he is still fourth on the list of leading sires of
millionaire pacers. His offspring accumulated
$106.9 million while two hundred and sixty eight of
his performers had earnings exceeding $100,000.

Cambest

Performing better with age, Camluck won twenty six
of his sixty nine starts but just four Classic Race
wins. He won Canadian Horse of the Year honours.
His pedigree contains eight crosses to Hal Dale
while his dam won four Classic Races and
produced six Classic Winners.
Among his later progeny, Burning Point has twelve
Classic Race wins, Whenuwishuponastar ten, and
The 1:46.1 time trial by Cambest made him the

Invitro nine. Camluck is sire of fifty nine in 1:50 with

fastest pacer in history and his record remains intact

his fastest being Michaels Power (1:48.1).

some twenty one years later. He won forty two of his
ninety four races with eight Classic Race wins,
mostly as an aged horse.
His pedigree is not fashionable but his broodmare
sires, Adios Vic and Harold J, were noted for their
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Cams Card Shark

thirteen. They have won over five million in earnings
between them. The former also has a world record
to her credit.

The eleven Classic Race wins of Cams Card Shark
included the Messenger, the Meadowlands Pace
and the North America Cup. At three he took Horse
of the Year honours in both Canada and the USA.
His earnings of over two million dollars was the
highest ever by a standardbred in a single season.
He has a 3x4 cross to both Meadow Skipper and
Bret Hanover while his dam has produced seven
Classic Winners and is grand dam of four others to
date. She can also claim two other sons at stud.
Cams Card Shark has one hundred and six Classic
Winners, the best being; his Little Brown Jug
winners Bettors Delight, Million Dollar Cam and
Timesareachanging, his Cane Pace winner Four
Starzzz Shark and Meadowlands Pace winner
Holborn Hanover.

Bettors Delight
His twelve Classic wins included a Governorʼs Cup
and Little Brown Jug on his way to Pacer of the Year
awards for both his two and three year old seasons.
His 3x4 cross to both Most Happy Fella and
Albatross is supplemented by two crosses to Bret
Hanover plus an infusion of Abercrombie.

Bettors Delight was the leading sire of pacers by
stake earnings in North America in 2011 and again
in 2013, in Australia in 2013 and New Zealand in
2012 and 2013. He has seventy six Classic Winners
in North America and another one hundred and
twenty six in Australasia.
Of the other sons of Cam Fella, Village Connection
was divisional Pacer of the Year in Canada on two
occasions but, like Village Jove and Village Jiffy,
failed to impress at stud. Goalie Jeff was Three Year
Old Pacer of the Year in both Canada and USA but
had only moderate success at stud. Camtastic was
USTA Pacer of the Year at only two years of age
and was the fastest pacer in the land at four. He had
moderate success at stud in Australia.
One of the greatest racing sons of Cam Fella,
Precious Bunny, won a Little Brown Jug and
Meadowlands Pace as well as Harness Horse of the
Year honours in both Canada and the USA.

At stud he had instant success. His first two crops

Although he boasts ninety four Classic Progeny,

produced outstanding fillies Southwind Tempo with

none appear likely to breed on.

fourteen Classic Race wins and Darlins Delight with
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Oil Burner
From the first crop of Most Happy Fella, Oil Burner
won just three Classic Races but was the fastest
three year old of his year. His stud career was

Descendants. At stud, Dexter Nukes sired forty one
Classic Race winners but none appears likely to
carry on the line.

Die Laughing

moderate, with his only son of note being the erratic
No Nukes, from his first crop.

A second siring son from an Albatross mare, Die
Laughing also had a limited racing career winning

No Nukes
The race record of No Nukes was ordinary with only
three Classic wins in a brief career that saw him win
just ten of nineteen races. Much of this was due to

only fifteen of twenty seven races, but with nine of
them being Classic Races. He went to stud as the
fastest ever two year old and earnings of over one
million dollars in each year at the track.

poor race manners as he was regarded as one of

His dam produced three Classic Winners, with Go

the fastest juveniles ever, but rarely able to perform

For Grins winning a Messenger, while his grand

to his full potential.

dam Real Hilarious was a world record holder at two

This raw speed was in demand at stud and he had
greater support than his racing performance
suggested. While he was leading sire only twice, he
consistently topped the two and three year old siring

and won Pacer of the Year awards at both two and
four. At stud, Die Laughing has produced sixteen
Classic Winners in America and nine in Australasia.

Jate Lobell

list and did the same as a broodmare sire.
His best daughter was millionaire Immortality,
winner of sixteen Classic Races along with the Filly
Pacer of the Year award at two. Among his sons,
Dexter Nukes won a Meadowlands Pace, Die
Laughing a Messenger while Jate Lobellʼs twelve
Classic Race wins earned him the Pacer of the Year
award for colts at both two and three. The best
siring son of No Nukes is Western Hanover, but
each of his sons will be discussed below.

Undefeated in fifteen races as a two year old, with
seven being Classic Races, he also set two world

Dexter Nukes

records and claimed the Two Year Old Pacing Colt

Injured as a two year old, Dexter Nukes won

of the Year award. At three he won ten of his fifteen

nineteen of his twenty eight starts as a three year

starts and was voted Three Year Old Pacing Colt of

old with five Classic Race wins that included a

the Year. He had banked over two million dollars

Messenger. He retired to stud as a millionaire stake

when retired to stud.

earner.

His maternal line is not particularly strong with only

His pedigree shows three major crosses to Dale

nine Classic Winners in more than a century. He

Frost while his grand dam has nineteen Classic

was the first Classic Winner in his branch of the
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family while his broodmare sire, Blaze Pick did not

place only twice in his career. His thirteen Classic

sire any Classic Winners. The only crosses of any

Race wins included two legs of the Triple Crown

note are a 3x3 to Abbedale in both his grand dam

with a narrow loss in the Little Brown Jug. He was

and third dam while his eighth dam is inbred 2x2 to

also the fastest pacer of his year at both two and

Mambrino King. But that is perhaps extending his

three and retired with more than two million dollars

pedigree back a little too far.

in earnings.

Jate Lobell has been very successful as a sire of

Western Hanover is another son of No Nukes from

early speed. He has two progeny that have earned

the successful Albatross cross that gives a 4x3 to

over one million dollars each and his fastest son

Meadow Skipper. He also has a 5x5 cross to

Riyadh (1:48.4) won eighteen Classic Races. His

Barbara Direct through three quarter brother and

sons have not been favoured among American

sister Bullet Hanover and Overbid.

breeders and there are none that are likely to
extend his line.

There are three extra infusions of Hal Dale through
his dam with his second dam, Wendy Sue Hanover,

He has excelled as a broodmare sire with his

having eleven Classic Descendants with four

daughters leaving one hundred and seventy Classic

successful sires among them.

Winners to date. The standout is American free for
all champion Mister Big, winner of sixteen Classic
Races and over four million dollars in earnings.
Mister Big is the third richest standardbred of all
time and won in 1:50 or better on seventeen
occasions. Also of note is My Little Dragon with

Western Hanover was three times the leading
money earning sire of America and topped one or
more leading sire list in every year from 1999 to
2010. His progeny have already earned in excess of
one hundred and fifty six million dollars, more than
any other standardbred sire in history.

twelve Classic Race wins and over two million in
earnings.

His greatest attribute is as a sire of class performers
with his Classic Winner to foal ratio being second

Western Hanover

only to Adios. In the Triple Crown events he is a
close third to Adios and Meadow Skipper as a sire
of winners for the Messenger Stakes. Western
Hanover remains the leading sire of Millionaires and
is second on the list of 1:48 performers.

Badlands Hanover
Badlands Hanover was the sportʼs first 1:50 two
year old during a year that saw him win four Classic
Races including the Breeders Crown. He has had
moderate success at stud with forty seven Classic
Voted both Two Year Old and Three Year Old

Winners in America and another fifty seven in

Pacing Colt of the Year, Western Hanover won

Australasia.

twenty seven of his forty two races and missed a
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The Panderosa

A winner of ten races in 1:50 or better and over a
million in earnings, Western Ideal was voted Four
Year Old Pacer of the Year following wins in the
Breeders Crown and Canadian Derby. He has sired
one hundred and forty one Classic Progeny with
one hundred being Classic Winners
His best performer is Rocknroll Hanover, a World
Champion at two, winner of eleven Classic Races
including a Meadowlands pace, six wins in 1:50 or
better and Harness Horse of the Year at three.
Always a Virgin, took the Cane and Messenger legs
of the Triple Crown among his eight Classic Race
wins and is at stud. Of his other progeny, the

The Panderosa won seven Classic Races including

gelding Western Ace has eight Classic Race wins,

the Meadowlands Pace and North America Cup and

Cabrini Hanover seven with Dial or Nodial and

joined the 1:50 and millionaire lists during a brief

Good News Lady having six each.

career of just twenty two race starts.
At stud his one hundred and forty three Classic

Rocknroll Hanover

Progeny have included seventy nine Classic
Winners. The best of these are Little Brown Jug
winner P Forty Seven, Canadian Derby winner
Ponder and a second Little Brown Jug winner in
Shadow Play who has just begin his stud career.
The future of his branch of the line is yet to be
determined.

Western Ideal

Possessing a class pedigree that includes a 3x3
cross to Direct Scooter, Rocknroll Hanover made a
promising start to his stud career with thirteen
Classic Winners from his first crop.
His early demise left him with just five crops to race,
so far resulting in eighty six American Classic
Progeny and fifty seven Classic Winners. These
include 2010 Horse of the Year Rock N Roll
Heaven, winner of fifteen Classic Races and the
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first pacer to win a Little Brown Jug in 1:50 on the

Classic Race wins. He has three further millionaires

half mile track.

and six on the 1:50 list.

As well as being the Leading Stake Earnings Sire in

Another three promising siring debutants are; Little

USA in 2012, he topped twenty seven leading sire

Brown Jug and Meadowlands Pace winner Well

tables in his brief stud career.

Said, Messenger winner, If I Can Dream, and 2011
Little Brown Jug winner, Big Bad John.

Rock N Roll Heaven
Of the geldings by Western Hanover, Western
Dreamer became the first pacer in fourteen years to
win a Triple Crown, while Won the West claimed the
Breeders Crown for Open Pacers in 2009 and is
near the top of the wealthiest and fastest pacing
lists.

The Adios branch

After establishing a world record for two year old
colts, Rock N Roll Heaven won sixteen of his twenty
one career starts with all but one being a Classic
Race. At retirement, he had more 1:50 wins in a
season than any horse in history including the first
ever 1:50 Little Brown Jug. He capped his career off
by winning the 2010 Harness Horse of the Year.
His dam Artistic Vision won five Classic Races,
earned $634,808 took a record of 1:50.2 and was
voted Broodmare of the Year, as was his grand
dam.

As a racehorse Adios was the star of his generation
winning half of his eighty eight starts, including ten
Classic Race wins, in a four year career. It was in

His first crop have just commenced racing and signs

the breeding barn, however, that his impact on the

appear promising for his stud career.

breed was most significant and this is recounted

Other Western Hanover progeny
Western Terror won the Cane Pace before retiring
to stud. His first crop produced eight Classic
Winners with three in 1:50 but his career appears to
have stalled with just forty four Classic Winners
from five crops to race. His best is North America
Cup winner, and millionaire, Up the Credit, with six
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more fully in chapter seven.
The progeny of Adios dominated the Classic Races.
Three sons won the Triple Crown, five took the Little
Brown Jug and one of his daughters beat the colts
in both of the legs of the Triple Crown in which she
started. From his limited number of foals, Adios
sired fourteen sons and four daughters that bettered
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his own mile record. However, all had restricted

Another champion, Adios Vic, accounted for four of

success at stud.

the six lifetime losses of Bret Hanover. He was
renowned for his spectacular burst of closing speed

TABLE 6.26 THE ADIOS BRANCH

Classic Progeny

and set two world records. He also failed to breed
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on and was exported to Australia where he had only

6. ADIOS
7. Adios Butler
7. Bret Hanover
8. Storm Damage

78
441
114

8. Strike Out

71

8. Warm Breeze

55

9. Falcon Seelster *

156

moderate success.
Overall, the sons of Adios failed to produce good
racing fillies and as Table 6.26 shows only four of
his sons had any significant impact on the American
breeding scene and only two created lasting

40

branches. The impact of these two, however, is

7. Dancer Hanover

74

considerable and is still being felt. Along with the

7. Henry T Adios *

64

branch from Meadow Skipper, the branch from

70

Adios appears to hold the key to the future of the

10. McArdle *

8. Silent Majority
9. Abercrombie
10. Albert Albert *
10. Artsplace *

345
86

12. Art Official

2

11. Artiscape

82
35

11. Grinfromeartoear *

45

11. Real Artist
11. Sportswriter

**
103
**

10. Laag

108

10. Life Sign *

184

11. Real Desire

Adios Butler

**

12. Yankee Cruiser *
12. Mister Big

Electioneer line and perhaps the American pacer.

78

11. Art Major *
12. Major in Art

*

388

71

American figures (excludes Australasia)

** Just commenced stud career

Adios Butler was the first horse to win the Triple
Crown for pacers. His Little Brown Jug win was the
first in better than two minutes and his Messenger
was won in track record time.

Little Brown Jug winners Adios Harry, Bullet
Hanover, Noble Adios and Lehigh Hanover all failed
at stud. A fifth jug winner, Shadow Wave had some
success as a sire of three year old pacers but no
enduring impact, except as the broodmare sire of
Falcon Almahurst, Happy Motoring and Oil Burner.
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Returning as a four year old, he lost only one race
and his time trial in 1:54.3 made him the fastest
pacer in history at that time. He won thirty seven of
his fifty career starts with eleven being Classic
Races and he was voted Harness Horse of the Year
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at both three and four years of age. He is still

While he was never awarded the title of Leading

regarded as one of the fastest pacers of all time.

Sire in America, Bret Hanover is better known for

While the previous five dams in his maternal family
had no success on the racetrack and limited
success in the breeding barn, his pedigree did
contain two champion broodmare sires in Billy
Direct and Volomite plus a 4x4 cross to Peter Volo.

his daughters and has been referred to as ʻThe King
of Queensʼ, although even here he did not reach the
heights of his sire Adios. However, Bret Hanover
has left an enduring legacy on the maternal side of
pedigrees, almost equal to that of Albatross.

Standing in Ohio, with limited access to good
broodmares, Adios Butler had little opportunity to

The sire line of Bret Hanover needs no further

succeed and produced only nine Classic Winners.

comment but the maternal half of his pedigree is

While his stud career appeared bright, it failed to
match his racetrack performance. He did produce
seventy eight Classic Progeny but only eighteen
were Classic Winners and none had any significant
achievements nor bred on.

worthy of further consideration. His dam Brenna
Hanover had moderate success on the track but
was outstanding as a dam. Her first three foals were
the full siblings Baron Hanover, Bret Hanover and
Bonjour Hanover.
Baron Hanover had a racing career restricted by

Bret Hanover

injury but went on to become the Leading Sire of
Winners in America over six consecutive years, a
feat that his brother Bret Hanover could not match.
Like Adios, Baron Hanover was also noted for his
ability to produce quality performers from average
mares.
Bonjour Hanover dominated the fillies as Bret did
with the colts. She was the fastest pacer of the year
at two and her 1:57 at three was a track record. She
won fifteen of nineteen starts at two and twenty of
twenty four at three with a total of eleven Classic
Race wins. Unfortunately she died with her first
foaling.
The second dam of Bret Hanover was also a
Classic Winner and the fastest two year old of her
year. His fifth dam is World Champion Miss Bertha

The brilliant racing career which saw Bret Hanover

Dillon from the Medio family, the leading family of

win sixty two of his sixty eight races is taken up in

Classic Winners in America.

chapter twelve where he is rated as one of the
greatest pacers of the Modern Era.

The stud career of Bret Hanover also coincided with
the explosion in two minute credits and here he
matched all others, being a close second to
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Meadow Skipper. He later finished at the top of the

Spring is regarded as a stud book gem. She had

1:55 broodmare list along with his rival Tar Heel.

already produced the World Champion brother and

By the time the 1:50 and millionaire benchmarks
arrived, the siring career of Bret Hanover had
concluded. Yet, he is still third on the broodmare
sire list of millionaire pacers.

sister Race Time and Touch of Spring. However, at
stud Storm Damage again had to compete with
Niatross and the other outstanding sons of Meadow
Skipper.

He has only one Little Brown Jug credit but four as
a broodmare sire with Jaguar Spur, Barberry Spur,
Nihilator and the filly Fan Hanover.
While ten of his sons left marks faster than his,
none approached his racetrack performance nor his
breeding success. Most of his success came from
daughters of Meadow Skipper or Albatross.
While a leading sire of two and three year old stake
earners, Bret Hanover never became the leading
sire of pacers. In this regard he was overwhelmed
by Meadow Skipper and Albatross. However, his
siring record is significant with four hundred and
forty one Classic Progeny, one hundred and three of

His stud career saw him produce one hundred and

which are Classic Winners. His contribution to the

fourteen Classic Progeny with forty seven Classic

maternal side is far more significant, being the

Winners. His two fastest were dual Breeders Crown

broodmare sire of two hundred and forty four

winner Call for Rain and fastest pacer of the year

Classic Winners. A very substantial eighty percent

Keystone Endeavour, both of whom entered the

of his progeny made it to the track.

1:50 list. His wealthiest was Messenger winner

Only three of his sons showed any promise of
extending his line. Their careers are discussed next.

Redskin, with almost two million dollars in earnings.
Ramblin Storm and Call for Rain also finished their
careers as million dollar earners.

Storm Damage

None of the sons of Storm Damage bred on and his

Tied with Niatross as the fastest two year old pacer

line has been confined to history. His major legacy

of his year, Storm Damage went on to win the Adios

is as the broodmare sire of Grinfromeartoear,

Stake in world record time as a three year old but

discussed later in this chapter.

finished second behind the brilliant colt Niatross on
six occasions. Consequently he won only five

Strike Out

Classic Races, a disappointing return for such a

Voted Colt Pacer of the Year at both two and three

talented colt.

years of age, Strike Out won seventeen Classic

His pedigree is outstanding, boasting infusions of

Races including the Little Brown Jug in which his

both Volomite and Scotland while his dam Breath O
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1:56.3 set a world record at the time. He won twenty

a consistent performer with thirty six wins from fifty

nine of his forty four races.

one starts. He only missed a place on three

His pedigree includes a 4x3 cross to Billy Direct but
its strength is in his dam Golden Miss. Although
unheralded at the time, she had won twenty races
and went on to found one of the most successful
contemporary maternal branches. Her descendants
include fifteen on the 1:50 list with Meadowlands

occasions and won seven Classic Races. His fame
was ensured with his 1:51.0 mile on Little Brown
Jug day, winning by twenty lengths and smashing
the world record for pacers on a half mile track. His
time eclipsed that of Nihilator in his jug win on that
same day.

Pace winners Rocknroll Hanover and Real Desire
among them.
Strike Out produced only a small crop of foals
finishing with seventy one Classic Progeny that
included just nineteen Classic Winners. His best
was Hot Hitter, who won both the Little Brown Jug
and Messenger, while his fastest was Cue Light with
a 1:51.2 record. Another son in Striking Image
became the first 1:55 two year old pacer. The sons
of Strike Out failed at stud.

Warm Breeze
Winner of six Classic Races and the fastest three
year old pacer of his year, the 1:53.1 win by Warm
Breeze as a four year old made him the fastest race

Although his pedigree has three crosses to Hal Dale
and comes from the powerful Jessie Pepper
maternal line, this branch is not strong. His dam
Fashion Trick was the first two minute performer
from the branch and Falcon Seelster the first
Classic Winner.

winning pacer in history at that time. With a 3x3
cross to Hal Dale and a strong maternal family he
seemed assured of a promising stud career.
This stud success did not eventuate however, and
Warm Breeze finished with just fifty five Classic
Progeny and nineteen Classic Winners.
His wealthiest, Robust Hanover with $1.6 million in
earnings, failed at stud and it was left to his second
millionaire earner Falcon Seelster to extend the line
from Bret Hanover.

Falcon Seelster
Although he had the misfortune of being in the crop
of foals that included Nihilator, Falcon Seelster was

At stud, he has become the only likely grandson to
extend the Bret Hanover sire line, but the future
does appear tenuous. His wealthiest daughter is
Shady Daisy, winner of seventeen Classic Races
and voted Aged Mare Pacer of the Year in Canada
and the United States on five occasions.
Of his sons, millionaire Falcons Future was the
fastest two year old of his year and won the Cane
Pace. He failed at stud. His two fastest sons,
Ultimate Falcon and Trump Casino were exported to
Australia and have had limited success.
Falcon Seelster was himself exported to New
Zealand where he had immediate success as a sire
of two and three year olds before becoming the
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leading sire of New Zealand in 2003. He returned to

Maid,,and grand dam Spinster. This branch of the

stud in America but continued as a shuttle stallion.

Minnehaha family produced a host of champions

He has been one of the most successful shuttle
stallion to stand in Australasia to date, with fifty eight

and sires including; Race Time, Storm Damage,
Frugal Gourmet, Gamecock and French Chef.

Classic Winners in American and a further ninety

Dancer Hanover sired just thirteen Classic Winners

one in Australasia.

but left a lasting impression as sire of a brilliant trio

The future of the line now appears to rest with his
wealthiest son, McArdle, who shuttles between
America and New Zealand.

of siblings. Romeo Hanover was a Triple Crown
winner, with his Little Brown Jug win being one of
the most spectacular in the history of the event. He
had twenty one Classic Race victories and was

McArdle

voted Pacer of the Year in all three years that he
competed. He lacked the same brilliance in the
breeding barn and was exported to Australia where
he had only moderate success.
Full brother Romulus Hanover claimed fifteen
Classic Race wins including a Messenger and was
also voted Pacer of the Year as a three year old.
Full sister Romalie Hanover was Filly Pacer of the
Year at both two and three and won eight Classic

Millionaire stake earner McArdle won twelve Classic
Races with six wins in 1:50 or better. In America he
has sired twenty nine Classic Winners with another
twenty seven in Australasia. His fastest is the colt
McWicked, who established a World Record
1:47.3US in 2014.

Races including the Jugette. She has eight Classic
Winners among her descendants with two in the
1:50 list. Dancer Hanover has left an indelible mark
on the broodmare ranks with his daughter Voodoo
Hanover producing Albatross, but his branch of the
sire line appears to be extinct.

McArdle was the Leading Sire of two year old stake

Henry T Adios

money earners in New Zealand for 2009. He

Just as other branches of sire lines have survived

appears to be the only hope for the survival of the

through a single and unlikely source, so it is with the

Bret Hanover sire line.

Adios sire line through Henry T Adios and his

Dancer Hanover
Winner of twenty six of his forty eight lifetime starts
but only three Classic Races, Dancer Hanover was
one of the best bred sons of Adios. The strength of
his pedigree is in the infusion of trotting blood
through Guy Abbey and Hambletonian winner
Spencer but most especially his dam, The Old
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moderately performed son Silent Majority.
Although never considered one of the great sons of
Adios, Henry T Adios did compile an outstanding
racing record. His nineteen Classic Race wins
included a Little Brown Jug. He was three times
voted divisional Pacer of the Year, was second only
to Bret Hanover as the wealthiest son of Adios and
equaled the speed record of his great sire.
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Abercrombie

Abercrombie is often referred to as the stallion that
Despite this record, Henry T Adios was initially

saved the Adios sire line from extinction, yet he

overlooked as a serious siring proposition, probably

should be credited with far more. In his own right he

due to his diminutive size and lack of stamina. Yet it

is one of the greatest of the stallions in the second

was this son alone that extended the Adios sire line,

half of the Modern Era.

with his descendants noted for their confirmation

Winning just seven of his twenty starts and one

and courage.

Classic Race as a two year old, Abercrombie gave

Henry T Adios never really worried the statisticians

little indication of what was to follow. As a three year

with his siring performance, finishing with just sixty

old he won twenty two of his thirty three races with

four Classic Progeny and only eighteen Classic

twelve of them being Classic Races and earned

Winners. He was exported to Australia where he

more in a season than any previous three year old

also failed to make an impression, but his place in

had done. His performance also gained him

harness racing history is well assured through his

Harness Horse of the Year honours. In his fourth

grandson Abercormbie.

and final season he won the American National and
recorded the fastest pacing mile in history.

Silent Majority

Young Chicago Maid, the maternal family of

The fastest and wealthiest son of Henry T Adios,

Abercrombie, has had only moderate success with

Silent Majority won seventeen of twenty one starts

just seventy six Classic Winners in over a century

as a two year old and nineteen of twenty six at three

and half of these being from branches of the family

to claim Canadian Horse of the Year. His greatest

exported to Europe. The family has produced only

win among six Classic Races was the Messenger.

one member in the 1:50 list, the gelding Crawdad

His stud career was not outstanding except for one

(1:49.4) and four millionaires. Prior to Abercrombie

foal from his first crop. That foal was Abercrombie.

there had only been one Classic Winner in this
branch of the family.
Artsplace was the greatest son of Abercrombie on
the racetrack followed by Life Sign, the winner of
perhaps the most exciting ever Little Brown Jug.
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The record of his two daughters Anniecrombie and

to Australia but his demise means he will not extend

Leah Almhurst perhaps provide an indication of why

the sire line.

he became the greatest broodmare sire of pacers
during the opening decade of this century.

Laag

In 2010 Abercrombie became the leading money

Another of the successful crosses of Abercrombie

earning sire of all time, with more than $130 million

over a Meadow Skipper mare, the grey colt Laag

to his credit. He is second on the broodmare sires

won thirteen of twenty five starts with five being

list of millionaire performers and has three hundred

Classic Races. However, he failed to match

and thirty five progeny that have won in excess of

contemporaries Jate Lobell and Frugal Gourmet.

$100,000.As a sire of speed, more than half of his

His pedigree is not fashionable with his maternal

progeny have two minute records.

family having only seventeen Classic Winners and
only one 1:50 performer, Sports Town (1:49.3), and

Albert Albert

four with earnings exceeding $500,000. His second

Winner of ten of eighteen races including three

broodmare sire, Task Force, was a poorly

Classic Race wins as a two year old, Albert Albert

performed trotter with only one other credit to his

was also the fastest pacer of his crop equaling the

name.

world record set by Nihilator. At three he played
bridesmaid to Camtastic but won a further three
Classic Races among his nine wins. He completed
his career with nineteen wins from forty starts and
earnings of $1.2 million.

Despite these shortcomings, Laag managed to
contribute to the breed, with one hundred and eight
Classic Progeny and fifty Classic Winners. He sired
two millionaires and three in the 1:50 list with his
best performer being USA and Canadian Filly Pacer

Like many of Abercrombieʼs top performers, his dam

of the Year, So Fresh, who claimed ten Classic

was by Albatross from a Bret Hanover mare. In

Race wins. His best performed son, Senior Jug

addition, his dam Lismore won three Classic Races

winner Jet Laag, was exported to Australia.

and was a full sibling to the leading sire BGs Bunny.
She is the dam of eight Classic Progeny with five in
better than 1:53 and three with earnings exceeding
$500,000.
At stud Albert Albert sired six in 1:50 with two
millionaires in Bad Bert and Canadian Derby winner
Pacific Rocket. Albert Albert was exported to
Australia where he has had moderate success. He
has one hundred and eight Classic Winners, forty

JET LAAG SETTING WORLD RECORD 1:49

nine being in America. His son Pacific Rocket sired
seventeen Classic Winners in America with the best
being dual Breeders Crown winner and tough free
for all gelding Boulder Creek. He added a further

He became the Leading Two Year Old Sire of stake
winners in 2006, mostly due to his multiple Derby
winning son Lombo Pocket Watch who won sixteen

twenty three Classic Winners after being exported
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Classic Races and earned $1.4 million in stakes.

through Hobby Horse Tar, the dam of Silent

Again it seems unlikely that this branch of the sire

Majority.

line will be extended.

Life Sign

At stud, Life Sign has not quite matched the
potential of his pedigree, leaving just eighty seven
Classic Winners in America. Of these, twenty nine
are on the 1:50 list and seven are millionaire dollar
earners.
His best performers are Real Desire, plus I Am A
Fool and Island Fantasy who both claimed USTA
and Canadian Two Year Old Pacer of the Year
awards. Fit For Life won a Messenger and Day in a
Life the Meadowlands Pace.

Real Desire

Winner of five Classic Races from thirteen starts as
a two year old, Life Sign was even better at three
winning thirteen races from twenty two starts with
the Little Brown Jug being among his ten Classic
Race wins. His jug win in a dramatic three horse
tussle is regarded as one of the most memorable in
the history of the race.
He had a reputation for toughness and retired to
stud with earnings of almost two million dollars and
a particularly strong pedigree for success in the
breeding barn.
In addition to his dam Three Diamonds being by
Albatross from a Bret Hanover mare, she had won

The only likelihood of extending the Life Sign sire
line appears to lay with Real Desire, fastest pacer of
the year in America at both two and three, winner of
twelve Classic Races and over three million in stake
earnings, plus eleven wins in 1:50 or better. As a
four year old he was voted Harness Horse of the
Year in both USA and Canada.

twenty five of her thirty one lifetime starts, was a
winner of eleven Classic Races and been voted
USTA Filly Pacer of the Year at both two and three.

In eight years at stud, Real Desire has sired just
eighty four Classic Progeny and sixty one Classic
Winners with eleven in the 1:50 list. His best to date

The descendants from his grand dam K Nora

is Little Brown Jug winner Tell All.

comprise an especially strong branch of the Miss
Duvall family having seventy Classic Winners and
ten progeny on the 1:50 list. In addition his pedigree
contains a 4x4 cross to both Adios and Knight
Dream and a doubling up of the Miss Duvall blood
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Artsplace
Outperforming his sire on the racetrack and now
challenging him in the breeding barn, Artsplace is
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undoubtedly the greatest son of Abercrombie and

sires. The closest cross in the pedigree of Artsplace

the one most likely to extend the Adios line into the

is a 3x4 to Duane Hanover.

future. In fact, Artsplace is showing all the signs that
he may join Adios and Meadow Skipper as one of
the elite sires that dominates then changes the
course of the breed. However, it is still too early to
guarantee such enduring success.

Artsplace was described by many horsemen as
having a perfect gait and being athletic in his
movement. He is also credited with passing these
traits on to his progeny which may partly explain his
remarkable success as a sire. Like his grand sire

The racing career of Artsplace is outlined in greater

Adios, Artsplace produced champion sons and

depth in chapter twelve. This segment will focus on

daughters.

his progeny.

When it comes to earnings, five of his wealthiest ten
progeny are daughters including two of the
wealthiest three in the sport. The best performer on
all counts however, is Cane Pace winner Art Major,
Three Year Old Pacer of the Year in both Canada
and USA.
Two of the fastest four by Artsplace are geldings
and neither of his fastest two won a Classic Race.
Only three of his fastest ten appear to have any
future at stud.

The sire line of Artsplace has already been
discussed and we shall concentrate here on his
maternal family, that of Medio, the leading maternal
family in America. The branch from his grand dam
Lady Kacne has produced thirty one Classic
Winners in four generations with five of these on the
1:50 list. They also include another Little Brown Jug

The best of the mares by Artsplace, Glowing
Report, won ten Classic Races during three years at
the track and the OʼBrien award as Mare Pacer of
the Year at five. She is now at stud. Worldly Beauty
was Filly Pacer of the Year at both two and three
and her first foal is the Hoosier Cup winner, World of
Rocknroll.

winner, in Merger.
Another OʼBrien Award winner in Galleria was a
His third dam produced eighteen foals and his
grand dam ten but none of them won a Classic
Race. His dam, Miss Elvira, showed promise on the

World Champion and Pacer of the Year for her age
division at both three and four. Her daughter
Western Gallie won two Classic Races.

track but was also forced to stud early due to injury.
She produced eight foals with seven being race
winners. Four took 1:55 records and six were
Classic Progeny. Daughter Gothic Lady won four
Classic Races but had little success at stud. The
gelded Perfect Son won two Classic Races and
Chill Factor and Stand Together were exported as

The sire line descendants shown in Table 6.26
verify the strength of the line from Artsplace. He has
already been the leading money winning sire of
America six times and is easily the leading
broodmare sire of millionaires.
It appears that time may see him surpass his sire
and possibly reach the heights of Adios and
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Meadow Skipper. At present five sons are showing

following year after wins in the Breeders Crown,

promise for extending his sire line.

USA Pacing Championship and Canadian Derby.
His forty nine lifetime starts earned him $2.7 million.

Real Artist

From the first crop by Artsplace, Real Artist was a
1:52 two year old and winner of the Woodrow

The maternal side of his pedigree was discussed

Wilson, but had only nine lifetime starts before

above as he shares the same branch of the Miss

being retired to stud.

Duvall family as Real Artist. His broodmare sires

His dam Rodine Hanover won three Classic Races

Nihilator and Big Towner need no further discussion.

in her twenty lifetime starts and her descendants

His career at stud has already seen him sire sixty

boast sixteen Classic Winners including millionaires

four Classic Winners in America and a further one

Worldly Beauty and Art Major, both of whom are

hundred and eight in Australasia. His first American

also 1:50 performers.

crop saw him become Leading Sire of 2:05 Two

At stud, Real Artist already has one hundred and

Year Old Pacers and included Cane Pace winner

three Classic Progeny with seventy four Classic

Art Official and Breeders Crown winner Santanna

Winners and fifteen on the 1:50 list. His best

Blue Chip. He has added twenty three more

performers are Two Year Old Filly Pacer of the Year

Leading Sire awards since. He already has thirty in

Kikikatie, winner of eight Classic Races and more

1:50 or better and with his sons Art Official and

than one million in stake money, the fastest three

Major in Art now at stud, it seems that his sire line

year old of his year in gelding Whatanartist and Fan

remains in good hands.

Hanover winning filly Ginger and Fred. His most
likely son for stud success is Woodrow Wilson

Artiscape

winner Dali. He is a good outcross sire with four sire

Winner of the Breeders Crown at both two and three

lines represented.

and voted Pacer of the Year in both USA and
Canada at three, Artiscape was recognized as

Art Major

having speed and toughness reminiscent of his sire.

Winner of the Three Year Old Pacer of the Year

His millionaire dam Delinquent Account, also a

awards in both USA and Canada following a season

Breeders Crown winner among her six Classic Race

that won him eight Classic Races, Art Major

victories, was Mare Pacer of the Year in both USA

completed the Pacer of the Year double the

and Canada.
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Artiscape sired eighty one American Classic

highest ever by a pacer while his total of seventeen

Progeny with fifty four Classic Winners. He has

wins in 1:50 is more than any other standardbred.

thirty one on the 1:50 performers list. His best
progeny are daughter Rainbow Blue and gelded son
Maltese Artist.
His son Yankee Cruiser took out the North America
Cup and his twenty nine Classic Winners include
World Champion Sweet Lou (1:47.0US).

Astreos
Little Brown Jug winner Astreos was also lightly
raced with only twenty seven lifetime starts but

MISTER BIG

more than one million in stake earnings.
His branch of the Lady W family is not strong, with
only five Classic Winners, but he has a 4x4 cross to
Henry T Adios and a 3x4 cross to Albatross.
A shuttle stallion between America and Australia
until his demise, he had twenty five Classic Winners
in America and nineteen 1:50 credits. None of his
colts appear strong enough to extend his sire line.

Grinfromeartoear
A 1:52 two year old and winner of the Metro,
Woodrow Wilson and Niatross in his juvenile year,
Grinfromeartoear went on to claim nine Classic
Races from thirty five lifetime starts earning $1.7
million in stakes.
He is another successful sire from the Shifting
Scene branch of the Fanny Skinner family, which
has already produced thirty three descendants with
Classic Race wins.
Also serving as a shuttle stallion between America
and Australia, his forty two American born Classic
Progeny include twenty four Classic Winners with
fourteen in 1:50 or better. His fastest performer is
the recently retired World Champion Mister Big. His
four million dollars in earnings are the second
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